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We consider a b3ttleneck location problem e: , graph and present an e~cient (polynomial 
time) algorithm for solving it. The problem invol' ,he '.ocation of K noxious facilities that are 
to be placed as far as possible from the other f. ~il'tie~s. and the objective is to maximize the 
minimum distance from the noxious facilities to tl e c~thers. We then show that two other 
bottleneck (rain-max) location problems, finding/~ -c, ~ters and absolute K-centers of a graph 
appear to be very difficult to solve even for tease ~ ~'7 good approximate solutions. 
Suppose that a plan has been made for the ,, ~'velopment of a region and n areas 
have been identified as sites fol the location ..,f faci!ities. Unpleasant or noxious 
iaeilities (say, heavy industrial plants) are to be located in K of the areas and 
residential facilities at the other t: -K .  K is a specified positive integer less than n. 
We represent this problem by an undirected, simple n-vertex graph G = (V, E), 
where the verUces correspond to the areas. Thus the vertices are to be partitioned 
into two sets S and V-S ,  where the cardinality of S is K, ie., IS] = K. 
A real-valued function c is defined on tke edges of the graph, where for 
e = (u, v)~ E, c, is the "distance" between vertices f~ and v. A metric is not 
assumed and the absence of an edge between u and v means that u and v are 
essentially infinitely far apart. 
For all non-empty S strictly contained in V let E(5') be the set of edges with 
one end in S aw~ the other in V -~ S. E(S) is called a disconnecting set since in the 
graph Gs = (V, t~- E(S)) there are no paths between any vertex of S ard any 
vertex of V -S .  Yf ISt = K, then E(S) is a K-disconnecang set. 
Our objective is to locate the noxious facilities as far as possible from the 
others. One me~:,ure of this separation is the closest distar~ce betweeri a noxious 
and an inoffensi,e facility. With respect to the separation (S, ~," - S), this distance is 
z(S)=min,~E(s~C,. Then to obtaiH the maximum separation we must find a 
K-disconnecting so*, whose minimum length element is maximum. Thas the 
problem is 
max {z(S): S ~ V, IS[ = K} = max rain c~. (1~ 
S S~V, ISI=~ • E E:(S'J 
The problem given by (1) is a bo~deneck o[:.~imization problem. Our metl';od for 
solving it uses a theorem of Edmonds and Fulkerson [4] that gives a ,duality 
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relation between certain max-rain and rain-max combinatorial optimization prob- 
lems, and an adaptation of their threshold algorithm. 
Section 1 briefly reviews the results of Edmonds and Fulkerson and gives a 
slight modification of their algorithm, which can reduce its running time. In 
Section 2 we apply their results to the max-rain location problem (1). We give art 
algorithm for (1) whose running time is ~ O(n 2 log2 n) for an n-vertex graph, in 
Section 3 we discuss some related problems. In particular, for the min-max 
problems of finding K-centers and absolute K-centers of a graph, we show tha~: 
finding a solution whose value is within 100% and 50%, respectively, of the 
optimal value is NP-hard.-" 
1. Bottleneck optimization [4] 
Let N be a finite set. A pair of subsets of N is sale re, ,,~ incomparable if neither 
is contained in the other, A clutter fit on N is a colIectio~: of pairwise incompara- 
ble subsets of N. Let 
= {F_  N: F N R # O V R s ~ and F is minimal with this property}, 
By the minimality F:~per, ty ff is a cluttec; it is called the blocking clutter or blocker 
of ~. 
Let w be any real-valued function on the elements of N. Edmonds and 
Fulkerson showed that 
min max w i = max rain w i. (2) 
Rc~ jeR FcS~ i~F 
Moreover, the duality relationship (2) characterizes blocking pairs of clutters. 
Edmonds and Fulkerson presented a simple threshold algorithm for the rain- 
max problem, whose efficiency depends primarily on the ease of recognizing 
elements of ~. Because of (2), this method also solves the max-rain problem. 
Furthermore, there is a dual threshold method that directly solves the max-min 
problem. Which of tlhese two algorithms to use depends on the relative ease of 
recognizing members of ~ and ~. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that the elements of N are indexed so that 
w i <~ wi+~Vj ~ N. Let N, :-- {j e N: j ~< t}, t = 1 . . . . .  INI and No = ft. Suppose that 
N,._: does not contain an element of ~ but that R* c N,. for some R* ~ ~. Then 
it is cleat that R* solves the rnin-max problem, 
t *aR*  and min maxwj=w, . .  
Re~ JcR 
If /" and g are real-vakued functions of n, "f(n) is O(g(n))" means that there exists a suitable 
positive constant c so that f(n)<~cg(n). 
2 Without getting into technicalities, a combinatorial optimization problem is NP-hmd, if given tha~: 
it can be solved by an algorithm whose running ;ime is a polynonfial in the (binary) length of its inpu~ 
implies the existence of a polynomial time algorithm for the general 0-1 linear integer programming 
problem. There is strong evidence, but no proof, that polynomial time algorithms do not exist for 
NP-hard problems. See reference [5]. 
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Furthermore 
max min w i = w,. 
F~ tcF 
and an optimal solution to the max--m.ln pro; em is contained in N-N~,._~. 
The threshold algorithm is simply an exam. ~tion of the sets N, for t = f~, 1 . . . .  
until the lowest index set containing an elem~ t of ~ is found. This co~Id require 
the examination of IN[+ 1 seis. Our modification is simply to use binary secrch [1] 
or interval halving t-~ test for an element of tl'e ~utter. Suppose that i sets have 
been examined and we have a~ ~< t*~ < ~. (Initi ,'~iy, i = 0.. ao = 0 and 18o= [NI). At 
the next step we examine the set N~,+, with t~ = [½(c~ +/3~)]. Then ~ = t~+~ + 1 
and/3~+~ = t8~ if N~., does not co~atain an elem. at of clutter ~,  and a~,~ = a~ and 
~i+~ = t~+~ othecwise. The binary search method requires only O(log: [NI) exami- 
nations to find t*. 
2. The blocking dotter of minimal k-disconnecting sets al~ an algorifltm for 
problem (I) 
Given a graph G = (V, E), let :T*K be the set of K-disconnecting sets and let 
~*K={S c_E: S f3 F~-O VF~ ~*K} 
be the sets that block all members of ~:*~. Let 9~K and ~:  be the sets of minimal 
members cf ~r  ~nd ~K, respectively. ~K is the blocker of clutter ~K and o~r 
objective is to cha-acterize ~K. 
The subgraph of G obtained by deleting the edges in E -S  is denoted by 
Gs = (V, S). A component of a graph is a maximal connected subgrzph. If the 
components of Cj  can be partitioned into two sets such that erie of them contairas 
exactly K vertices, then we say that some component family ~f Gs spars exactly 
K vertices. 
By the definition of the blocking relationship, S~*  if and only if 
(E-S)~"*g. Now, (E-S)eff*:*~ if and only if some component family of Gs 
spans exactly K vertices. 
We have just proved 
Proposition 1. The blocker of ~.~e se: of minimal K-d~sconnecting sets contains the 
rain;real R =_ E such that no component family of Gr, spans exactly K ~ enices. 
It suffices in problem (1) to consider minimal K-disconnecting ~,ets ince 
if E~.~E2, min~,c~>min~E~c~.  Problem (1) can then be .~tated as 
maxr~s~ mine~-c, or, using the duality result of Section 1, as minR~,~ max~R c,.. 
To solve problem (1) we apply the threshc,ld algorithm (modified by binary 
search) to minR~ maxima ee. As iu Section 1 we assume that c~,~ c,, ~ . . .  and 
define N, ={ea . . . . .  e,} and No=O. Let Is be the index set of compor~ents of Gs, 
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a s the humbler of vertices in the ith com2onent, and a s the vector of compone~Lt 
sizes. For all t the components of GN,, and consequently a N' can be computed by 
a un ion- f ind  algorithm in O(JEI log2 n) time [1]. If GN, contains fewer compo- 
nents than GN, ,, the vector a ~ is added to a list. Obviously the last subgraph ~h~t 
has to be considered is the first with a gingle component. Thus the final list e~f 
a N, 's contains at most n -  1 vectors. 
K= 3 
' e~ ' -k_V  .~ '  ' . W  
N o 
a : ( I , i , i , i , i , i , ! , i )  ~ ?ysearch  
N 1 
a : (2,1, I~i , i , i , i )  
N 2 
a = (2,2,1, i , i ,1)  
N 3 
a = (~,I , I , I , I )  Step I, So lut ion i+I+i = 3 
NL~ 
a = (5,1,1,!) Step 3. Solut ion l÷L+l = 3 
N 7 
a = (6,1,i) Step 2. No solat ion 
R 8 
a : (6,2) 
N 9 
a = (8)  
= R~ = {el ,e2,e3~e4,e 7} ~ N 7 min max c e Ce7 , 
ReR 3 e~R 
max min c e = e , F ~ = {e7~e ~ 
F~F 3 e6F e7  'ell'el3'elI~'elS} 
Fig. 1. 
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For each a N, on the list, Or,-, contains an eleiaent of ~ if and onh, if 
aT,x,=K, x, ~{0, 1} Viol,,, (3) 
does not have a solution. We can use dynamic programming [7] t 9 see if (3) has a 
solution. A straightforward implementation requires cK [IN,[ comIl,utat:ions, where 
c is a positive constant. Therefore testing if (3) has a solution can be done in 
O(n') time. Using bhmry sea,-ch, (3) is co~ ;idered O(!og2 n) times '~o that the 
running time of the whole algorithm is O~ : log2 n). Note that without binary 
search it would be O(n3). 
An example is given in Fig. 1. 
3. Related problems 
Instead of requiring a K-disconnecting set, we might ask for any di:~conaecting 
set whose minimum length elea~ent is maximum. This problem is easier than 
problem (1). It has been solved by Hu [6]. The blocking clutter of the set of 
minimal disconnecting sets is the set of spanning trees [4, 6]. Hence the problem 
of finding a disconnecting set whose minimum length element is maxiranm can be 
solved by using the threshold algorithm to find a spanning tree whose maximum 
length element is minimum. 
In many applications the sum of the element lengths in a disconnecting set is a 
more suitable measure than the minimum. The problem of finding a disconnecting 
set for which the sum of the element lengths is maximum is known to be NP-hard 
[5]. For this prol~lem, a simple heuristic of Sahni and Gonzalez [8] gives a 
disconnecting se." whose total length is guaranteed to be at lea~.t on.~:-half of the 
maximum iengtll. 
The location theory literature seems to be nearly void of models anti algorithms 
for the location of noxious facilities. Recently, Church and Garfinkel [3] have 
considered the location of one faci!ity at a vertex or on an edge of a g:raph. 
In contrast, there is a substantial literature on minimization problems associated 
with the location of ~.acilities. Some results and references on these problems are 
given in the book by Chri.~tofides [2~. 
Minimizing maximum di,,;tance from the facilities to the other points (location of 
centers) and minimizing the sum ~f distances (location of medians l have been 
considered. The facilities may be paced on just the vertices or on both the edges 
and vertices (absolute centers and n,edians). Except for some very special graphs, 
e.g. trees, or the location of a small number of facilities (see Shier [9]). these 
problems are NP-hard. 
We close this section with a result on the computational complexity for the 
problems of finding optimal K-centers and absolute K-centers. The 7esult is that 
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the problems of finding reasonably good approximations to the optimal values are 
NP-hard. 
We first consider the K-center problem. An instance of this problem is given by 
a graph G = (V, E), a positive integer K<IVI and a non-negative function c on 
the edges of the graph. The d~stance d(u, v) for all u, v ~ V is assumed to be the 
length of a shortest path between vertices u and v, where path length is the sum 
of the c,'s over all edges of the path; d(u,u)~O. The distance d(u,S)= 
fin,,~s d(u, v) for all u ~ V and S c V. The ~0bjective is to choose S c V, ISl --= K 
so that max,,~v d(u, S) is minimum. Let z*(G, c, ~) be the minhnum value. 
The a-approximate K-center problem is to find a K-center whose value 
z( G, c, K) satisfies 
z(G,c,K)<~az*(G,c,K) for all G,c and K 
where a is a real number, a ~-1. Note that c, = 1 corresponds to finding an 
optimal solution and the quality of the approx r~" ,n required decreases with 
increasing a. 
Given a graph G and an integer K<IVI, the o ~',lating set problem [5] is to 
decide whether there exists a .,set of K verticc~ i*h the property that the 
remaining vertices are adjacent o this set. This prot,~em is NP-complete 3 [5]. 
Note that a graph has dominating set of size K if and only if the K-center 
problem with c,~ = 1 for all e~E has z*= 1. Futhermore z* is an integer. Thus 
Proposition 2. The a-approximate K-center problem is NP-hard [or a < 2. 
In lhe absolute K-center problem facilities can be placed on vertices or edges. 
Suppose facility i is located on edge e = (x, y) a distance Oce from vertex x. Then 
the distance of facility i from vertex v e V is 
a'(v, i) = min [Oce + d(v, x), (1 - O)c, + d(v, !~)] 
and 
d(v, S) = rain d(v, i). 
The problem is to locate the K facilities at S se that maxu~v d(u, S) is minimum. 
Let f*(G, c, K) be the minimum value. Clearly/*(G, c, K)<~ z*(G, c, K). 
If c, = 1 for all e ~ E and f .<3,  then by moving each facility on an edge to its 
nearest vertex, we obta in/*  = z* = 1. Thus Proposition 2 implies 
Progosilion 3. The a-approximate absolute K-center problem is NP-hard for a < ~. 
3 The technical difference between NP-complete and NP-hard is unimportant here. A combinatorial 
optimization problem is NP-hard if an NP-c~mplete problem reduces to it in polynomial time. 
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